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from the editor
…technology, people & supply chains, finding
the balance is the immediate challenge!
Dear Readers,
We have now passed the 2020 half year mark.
Most of which we have spent in lockdown.
An experience that has tested our patience,
our sanity and most of all, our resilience.
But as we come out of this isolation and
quarantine period, there are many questions
that will need answers. Getting back our lives
and reaching some normality will be very
interesting!
It is therefore fitting that our July theme is
about Technology, People & Supply Chains. As
we have often sited, technology will change
the way we do things. It is also clearer that
the deployment of new technologies will take
on a new urgency driving bigger changes.
The technology paradigm shift to industry
4.0, is now well and truly established. This
renewed momentum of urgency may well
attract a more focused attention, not widely
seen before. I suppose the disruption and
risks we have all seen in our supply chains has
convinced many of the need and an urgency
to seriously address this transformation.
Meanwhile we are also seeing new
opportunities for innovative solutions. These
have become more accentuated by the new
realities around us. Now is the moment to
act!
However, as the futurist Jacob Morgan states,
“technology is not enough to change the
world”, we see a new paradigm emerging,
that is around people. It is amazing how
such a disruption has changed mindsets and
evolved new expectations from people in
organisations both large and small.
The work from home period has had
a profound impact in different forms.
Employers will need to seriously re-think

how they will need to re-engage with their
employees.
The big questions of where we are heading,
have not yet been asked. But Jacob Morgan
is predicting that we are entering the “era
of employee experience”. That means
attracting and retaining talent will not be
same as before.
In this edition we are publishing several
featured articles from experienced supply
professionals as well as from academia,
on how technology is being rolled out and
engaging people in the process.
We are also running a new section on
opinion editorials. These are short pieces
written by contributors mainly from outside
the supply chain industry. In addition, we
have added a section on the webinars we
have run.
If you have missed a session, you will find a
short synopsis of the webinar, as well as the
link if you would like to view it.
As editor of the LogiSYM magazine, I would
like to thank all those who have put pen to
paper to share with us their insights and
experiences.
As usual I look forward to receiving your
feedback at info@lscms.com and even
publishing an article of yours.
Meanwhile take care & stay safe!

Joe Lombardo
International Editor
info@lscms.org
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a word from the president

The More Things Change...
... the more they stay the same.
Not sure how many of our readers know or
remember the title of this song by Bon Jovi
- or the writer Jean-Baptiste Alphonse Karr
who originally coined the phrase 170 years
ago, but I was reminded of this saying whilst
currently working on a distribution design
and optimisation project.
It's a somewhat cynical or sarcastic phrase
but I also think it's quite apt when I see how
many supply chain and business experts are
behaving in this time of crisis.
Disruptions in supply chain management
happen all the time. The only difference
today is the severity and impact. What is also
different today, compared even to 30 or 50
years ago, is the accelerated pace of these
disruptions taking place. Lack of job security,
keeping up with technology, Artificial
Intelligence, working long hours, lack of
work-life balance are just some of the things
Logisticians have to contend with on a daily
basis as we struggle through this pandemic.
With the disruptions that are happening, I am
seeing three types of behaviour. The first is
where the Logistician behaves like 'a deer in
the headlights'. They are frozen into inaction
and are just waiting for the proverbial car (or
train) to run them over. The second are those
on "autoPilot" or "white lining" and basically
going in only one direction. They end up not
necessarily achieving their desired outcomes.
One big thing I’ve noticed in recent times, is
people read very little information but rather
just scan through bits and pieces, This is
mainly due to information overload because
we are today being assaulted by so much
'useless' information. We may not be aware
of it but this disruption or chaos is impacting

on those not consciously aware of its
effects on their daily lives. Personally, I am
deliberately trying to be more mindful in my
daily activities and consciously know when
to engage or disengage that “Auto Pilot”
mode. After all, everyone needs to use that
“Auto Pilot” mode from time to time, as we
can’t be overthinking everything!
I ride (sometimes fast) motorcycles as a
hobby and I can tell you from personal
experience that either riding on “Auto
Pilot” or "white lining" or freezing up to
take action when faced with a dangerous
situation will result in fatal consequences!
In racing, when faced with a situation,
the recommended approach is to quickly
assess the situation (if possible) and more
often than not, to knuckle down and forge
ahead to get through the obstacle or crisis.
There is very little use whinging about a
situation. It does not change things. This
third group of Logisticians and business
experts I am meeting, albeit not enough of
them, are the ones who knuckle down and
forge ahead. These are the individuals who
are out there making a difference and who
I am sure will be the ones who will come out
the other side of this crisis in better shape
than the other two. As you read this issue
of LogiSYM, ask yourself which one of the
three types of Logistician you are because
the more things change the more they stay
the same i.e. disruptions and chaos will
continue.
I hope you fall in the third category.
Raymon Krishnan, FALA, FCILT
President
The Logistics & Supply Chain
Management Society

Software that understands
Transport & Logistics

Container

Yard

Freight

Warehouse

Transport

Contact us for a free consultation on how
iLOGON can digitalize your operations?
info@keyfields.com
+65 6842 7886
www.keyfields.com
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OPINION EDITORIALS
WHEN IS A LEADER NOT
A LEADER?
by Dennis Heath, Independent business and money advisor

The answer is when he is a
manager. Let me expand on that
statement.
“Manager” and “leader” are
sometimes used interchangeably
in the corporate world, but
they are not the same. As an
ex-corporate manager of thirty
years and leadership Coach for
the last sixteen, I have studied,
taught and coached leadership.
I have coached senior managers
across
all
industries
from
pharmaceuticals to aviation to
mining and many more, as well as
the Singapore civil service. Ask a
selection of management gurus
what the difference is between a
manager and a leader and you will
probably hear a dozen different
opinions. From my experience as
a leadership Coach, I have been
able to reach my own conclusion
as to where management stops
and leadership begins.
Over a period of five years, I
co-facilitated a coaching skills
workshop and one of the exercises
we gave participants was to split
them into four teams, give them
a flip chart and pose the question,
“What are the key attributes of the
best leader for whom you have
ever worked?” After the first three
or four runs of the workshop my
co-facilitator and I were able to
accurately predict what we would
see on the flip charts. There would
be some givens, such as; credible,
had
integrity,
trustworthy,
decisive, knowledgeable. The rest

of the charts were filled with words
like; good listener, great mentor,
interested in me, cared about
my development, empathetic,
inspiring, role model, generous,
patient, trusted me, supportive,
empowering,
nurturing,
appreciative. This pattern of
description of the ideal leader was
consistent across hundreds of
people, mostly middle managers
themselves.
Interestingly, when we asked
our workshop participants how
much of what they had described
they were doing at work now, the
answer was invariably, “I’m too
busy getting stuff done”. In reality
some of them were not even
managing, they were tasking. This
phenomenon is found particularly
in technical experts who are
elevated to a management
position. They are used to being
measured on KPIs that define
tasks to be done and by when.
So, they carry on doing just that.
I wrote about this in my article,
The Task Warrior Leader. The
article points out the wide range
of excuses managers can find to
evade the tough task of leading,
to avoid concerning themselves
with the “soft skills” of leadership.
They do it by prioritising their
personal involvement in tactical
tasks, much to the annoyance of
their subordinates, who just want
to get on with what they are paid
to do, with minimal interference.
As an example, I was coaching
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a senior manager in a large
organisation and in one of our
sessions he complained about
a particular team leader with
whom he was struggling. His PR
department of six people was led
by a lady who delivered excellent
work, on time, every time. When
there was a crisis, she was
always on the ball and had all the
answers for the media, ready to
go. He had just been through her
annual appraisal and much to her
shock and horror had given her
the lowest possible grade. She
challenged him on the grade and
fiercely defended herself, pointing
out how timely and professional
her output was, especially when it
really mattered. He had to explain
to her that she was paid to “lead” a
team of professionals and develop
them. Her newly hired team

It is those, so
called “soft”
skills that
distinguish a
leader from
someone
who is
purely a
manager
They are
the “hard
skills” of
leadership.

members rarely stayed for more
than six months at most. She was
doing most of the work herself,
while her highly qualified team
members were doing mundane
tasks that bored them stiff. They
felt under utilised, not trusted,
demotivated, unappreciated and
uninspired. She was a task warrior
leader and had failed to do what
she was paid to do.
In essence, a successful leader
masters what our coaching
workshop participants always
described as soft skills. However,
I do not believe in “soft skills”
when it comes to leadership. It is
those, so called “soft” skills that
distinguish a leader from someone
who is purely a manager. They
are the “hard skills” of leadership.
It is the hard skills of human-tohuman relationships that mark
out an exceptional leader, as
opposed to the purely role-torole relationships of the average
manager.
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more about my people, their
lives and their development,
at the expense of meeting the
KPIs? No. It is a question of
balance. You can be masterful
in the hard skills of leadership
and still set high performance
expectations from your team
members. Approachability, care
and
concern,
empowerment
and encouragement can be
balanced with honest feedback
and assertiveness when the going
gets tough or performance is
below par. But that is a topic for a
future article.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Dennis Heath
Dennis Heath is an Executive Coach and
author of many articles on leadership
and coaching. He is the founder/owner
of WayAhead Leadership Solutions
Pte Ltd, a company offering senior

Can a manager be a good leader
too? Does it mean I have to care

level coaching services across the Asia
Pacific region.
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The Small & Medium Enterprises (SME) World
by William Liu, Executive Coach & Author

Governments around the world are

SME owners are pragmatic and prac-

done that, and survived to tell the

rightly concerned about the current

tical people. Their world is not one of

tale” to walk with them on the journey

and after-effects of Covid-19 on

scientific methodologies, of setting

to their dreams.

their economies and particularly, on

up war rooms, pivoting to win, pro-

small businesses. Small and Medium

prietary algorithms, alignment and

To help these people, give them your

Enterprises (SME) are the backbone

empowerment, reinvigorations and

time and your attention. Don’t be

of domestic economies – generally

regenerations etc. What they need

interesting but interested. Tell them

accounting for more than 90% of

and want is practical advice and solu-

your stories, your painful experi-

all businesses, more than 50% of all

tions that work; they want perfor-

ences,

employment and more than 50% of

mance and they want results - for

learnt. Help them to intentionally and

Gross Domestic Product. It’s therefore

their business.

continuously develop and grow. Show

no surprise that there are so many

and

yoSynopsisur

lessons

them solutions and options, show

stimulus and rescue packages for

Having worked with entrepreneurs in

and add value to them, and show

SMEs, and the general workforce.

four continents over several decades,

them that “Everything rises and falls

the most common phrase one hears

on Leadership!” (John Maxwell)

To help get through the devastation

is: “We’re different. In (insert country),

of lockdowns and prepare for “new

we do things differently.” Guess what,

Almost all SME owners feel lonely

normals”, many governments have

people and business men and women

at times. Care for them, because

stopped “following the science” and

across the world aren’t that different.

“People don’t care how much you

begun resurrecting their economies

They all have the same concerns and

know until they know how much you

rather than protecting and saving

same set of issues to contend with –

care.” (John Maxwell). And when they

lives. The loosening lockdown is

cashflow, sales, profitability, costs,

know and feel the care, they’ll want

about money and politics… what

people, funding, regulations, time.

and need you to help them in their

isn’t? But remember the words of

And whether they acknowledge or

business today - and forever.

Akufo-Addo, President of Ghana: “We

admit, they all need help.

know how to bring the economy back
to life. What we do not know is how to

Helping SMEs is not science but art.

bring people back to life.”

They are less sophisticated than their

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

peers working in big-name organisa-

William Liu

Some of the big accounting firms and

tions on the top floors of glass sky-

brand name consultants have been

scrapers. They neither necessarily

William Liu is an independent business

busily

proce-

want to be nor pretend to be sophis-

and money advisor to international for-

dures and recommendations on how

ticated, and they don’t need big-

to operate business post-pandemic.

name business-school types telling

profit organisations.

Most of these practitioners’ work are

them the latest theories in quantum

He works strategically with

targeted toward national and multi-

physics nor impressing them with

Entrepreneurs and C-Suite executives

national corporations. Fancy charts,

prevailing business gibberish. They

in leadership, management, money

pictorial

simply

and people to achieve excellence in

drafting

processes,

power-points,

technical

want

roll-up-the-sleeves,

profit corporations as well as not-for-

words and scientific jargon aim to

hands-on-deck, wounded but expe-

performance and results. William

distil wisdom but largely fall short of

rienced, healed and now wise heads

currently resides and operates from

what the SME world needs.

– people who really have “been there,

Hong Kong, Singapore and Vietnam.
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The Future of Supply Chains
Post COVID-19
by Frederic Gomer, Co-Partner & Managing Partner of B2G Consulting

As the virus began to spread out from

Lastly, distribution networks will have

China, Asia, as a region, provided the

to be shortened, products portfolio

first lessons to their global peers on

rationalised. Sourcing strategies will

how to mitigate the impact of both

focus on risk-free, nearshoring supply

supply and demand sides.

base with long term partnership with
TCO-competitive suppliers, who value

All eyes are on Asia again as it stands

sustainability.

at the forefront of the next challenge
for Supply Chains - to accelerate into

Digitalisation will look more like the

recovery and rebound stronger, most

integration

likely in different ways.

configurable

of

specialised,
(not

highly

customisable!)

tools rather than a big bang digital
In this regard, B2G Consulting, has

transformation. With the automation

shared their thoughts on how the

of time-consuming process and low

future of supply chain will look like

value-added activities, managers will

post COVID.

adapt to operate at a more tactical
level to influence positively to the

We explained how cash flow would

business.

be further optimised by integrating
financial indicators such as cash-

We are predicting that, there will not

to-cash cycle time within supply chain

be a huge transformation but rather

operations. But companies will have

an acceleration of changes which

to go beyond the usual inventory

were already expected.

optimisation.
It’s more about the “WHEN” than
For example tools like self-billing can

the “WHAT”, and the main challenge

support to fasten time consuming

for most leaders will be to put those

transport

reconciliation

changes into new actions and seize

etc…), several SC models will co-exist

invoices

this opportunity to embark into this

and will be intermediately used

demanding journey.

depending on the market condition.
Furthermore,

using

demand

sensing approach to detect quickly
unforeseen shifts, it is expected
that this modelisation will enable
effortless simulations of multiple
scenarios.
Such simulations would enable to
assess the impact of a decrease/
increase

of

demand,

a

capacity

excursion in a factory or distribution
centre.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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National Polytechnique de
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Regular contributor to supply
chain publications and a speaker
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Air Canada Reconfigures Passenger
Cabins on Three Aircraft to
Transport More Vital Supplies and
Necessary Cargo

• Three Boeing 777-300ER aircraft, the largest in Air Canada's fleet are being
modified to transport cargo in the passenger cabin, doubling cargo capacity.
• Reconfigured aircraft can carry 89.63 tonnes, the equivalent of up to 9 million
medical masks.
• 40 all-cargo flights operated to date, with 20 all-cargo flights being planned weekly.
Air Canada today said it is
reconfiguring the cabins of
three of its Boeing 777-300ER
aircraft to give them additional
cargo capacity. The first aircraft
conversion is complete and is
now in service, with the second
and third aircraft to be completed
shortly.
"Bringing critical medical and other
vital supplies rapidly to Canada
and helping distribute them
across the country is imperative
to combating the COVID-19
crisis. The transformation of the
Boeing 777-300ERs, our largest
international wide-body aircraft,
doubles the capacity of each
flight and will enable more goods
to move more quickly," said Tim

Strauss, Vice President – Cargo at
Air Canada.
"The rapid transformation of
some of our aircraft to meet
cargo demand reflects our ability
to maximize our fleet assets
quickly when these aircraft would
otherwise be parked. Air Canada's
engineering
team
worked
around the clock to oversee
the conversion work, and with
Transport Canada to ensure all
work was certified as tasks were
completed. The next two aircraft
are on track to be completed and
will be in operation within the
coming days," said Richard Steer,
Senior Vice President, Operations
at Air Canada.

The three Boeing 777-300ER
aircraft are being converted by
Avianor, an aircraft maintenance
and cabin integration specialist,
at its Montreal-Mirabel facility.
Avianor developed a specific
engineering solution to remove
422
passenger
seats
and
designate cargo loading zones
for light weight boxes containing
medical equipment and restrained
with cargo nets. This modification
has been developed, produced
and implemented within six days.
All operations have been certified
and approved by Transport
Canada.
Through its cargo division, Air
Canada has been using mainline
aircraft that would otherwise be
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parked to operate cargo-only
flights. The aircraft on these
flights carry no passengers but
move in their baggage holds timesensitive shipments, including
urgent medical supplies, and
goods to support the global
economy.
Air Canada has operated 40 allcargo flights since March 22 and
plans to operate up to 20 allcargo flights per week using a
combination of the three newly
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converted Boeing 777s, Boeing
787s and Boeing 777s, in addition
to current scheduled flights to
London, Paris, Frankfurt, Hong
Kong.
Air Canada Cargo has
been working with its supply
chain partners and shippers to
transport medical supplies from
Asia and Europe to Canada and
will continue exploring additional
opportunities as needed in all
regions of the globe.
Air

Canada

Cargo

was
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awarded the Gold Air Cargo
Excellence Award, the only
international carrier from North
America to be recognized among
the 2020 recipients. The Air Cargo
Excellence Awards are based on
the Air Cargo Excellence Survey
(done annually by Air Cargo
World). Carriers are ranked by
freight forwarders and other
customers
based
on
their
performance during the previous
12 months.

just

Singapore retains top spot as
international shipping centre for 7th
consecutive year
The
Baltic
Exchange,
in
collaboration with Xinhua, the
Chinese state news agency, has
published the 2020 Xinhua-Baltic
International Shipping Centre
Development (ISCD) Index. The
index, in its seventh edition,
provides an independent ranking
of the performance of the world’s
largest cities that offer port and
shipping business services.
Based on objective factors
including port throughput and
infrastructure; depth and breadth
of professional maritime support
services; as well as the general
business environment, the latest
report shows:
•

•

The top 5 international
shipping centres remain the
same as 2019, although with
some movement
Singapore tops the list for
the seventh consecutive year

•

•

followed by London, Shanghai,
Hong Kong and Dubai
London and Dubai are the only
top 5 international shipping
centres outside Asia, with
London moving up one spot
into second place
Continued rise in Middle East
and Mediterranean locations
with Dubai retaining fifth place
while Athens rose to eighth
place

Singapore maintained its position
as the most important shipping
hub in the Asia-Pacific region,
ranking first for seven consecutive
years with its advantages of
geographical location, shipping
industry
ecosystem
and
supportive government policies.
London, with advantages accruing
from providing high-end shipping
finance, insurance, and legal
services, has climbed back to the
second place after dropping to

third place in 2018 and 2019.
As the biggest port in terms of
container throughput, Shanghai
has seen a steady improvement
in port facilities and shipping
service levels, and has ascended
to the top three for the first time.
Hong Kong fell to fourth place
mainly due to a decrease in cargo
throughput and a drop in rankings
relative to other centres in areas
such as ship brokerage, insurance
and legal services.
Dubai, as the pre-eminent
shipping hub in the Middle
East, ranked fifth for the third
consecutive year. Rotterdam and
Hamburg have also retained their
positions since 2018, ranking
sixth and seventh respectively.
Benefiting from an improving
business environment, Athens
rose to eighth. New York-New
Jersey slipped by one place, while
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Tokyo rose one place, returning to
the ranks of the top 10.

Singapore Chief Executive, Ms
Quah Ley Hoon said:

Baltic Exchange Chief Executive,
Mr Mark Jackson said:

“Singapore is deeply honoured
to retain the top spot in the
2020 Xinhua-Baltic International
Shipping Centre Development
(ISCD) Index for the seventh year
running. This good news comes
amidst the COVID-19 gloom. The
real test will be how we bounce
back in a world shaken by an
unprecedented crisis. We will
need a global and co-ordinated
effort. In this regard, Singapore
will continue to rally governments
and
the
global
shipping
community to work together
and emerge stronger. Within
Singapore, we stand united with
our maritime companies, industry
partners and unions, and will
strive to maintain our position as

“Whilst this report reflects a
pre-COVID 19 world, those
locations which continue to build
on their strengths, are able to
communicate a clear vision for
the future and diversify beyond
the physical port hub will be the
ones who are able to succeed
in the future. We call on all the
main shipping hubs to continue
investing in education, R&D
and new services; remain open
to global talent and offer an
attractive international business
environment.”
Maritime and Port Authority of
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a leading International Maritime
Centre and a global hub port.”
President of The China Economic
Information Service, a whollyowned company of the Xinhua
News Agency, Mr. Xu Yu Chang,
says:
“The year, the China Economic
Information Services and Baltic
Exchange collaborated together
with great efforts to launch the
Index as scheduled amid the
challenging situation brought
forth by Covid-19. I believe the
continued release of the Index
will further contribute to the
sustainable
global
economic
growth by optimising shipping
resources worldwide as well
as promoting the scientific
development of international
shipping centers.”
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BEST Inc. Launches Express Delivery
Services in Singapore
"We are excited to develop our
logistics networks in Southeast
Asia, a key focus area of our
global strategy. The outbreak
of COVID-19 accelerated and
amplified consumers’ reliance on
e-commerce and created even
larger potential opportunities
in the region. We are confident
that our technology-enabled
logistics services and high-quality
express delivery options will be
a critical service component for
both merchants and consumers,
during both this difficult period
and beyond it."

BEST Inc., a leading integrated
smart supply chain solutions
and logistics services provider
in China, today announced its
launch of parcel delivery services
in Singapore, along with rollout
of services in Malaysia and
Cambodia.
BEST’s further expansion into the
three markets follows its entry into
Thailand and Vietnam last year
and marks another significant
step forward in the Company’s
ambitions to build an efficient
logistics network with extensive
coverage in Southeast Asia.
The Company also announced to
elevate its international logistics
solutions by launching crossborder services between China
and the five markets in Southeast
Asia this month.
Johnny Chou, Founder, Chairman
and CEO of BEST Inc., said,

By leveraging its asset-light model
and successful experience in
Thailand and Vietnam, BEST plans
to be operating a total of twelve
sortation centers and around 400
service stations across Singapore,
Malaysia and Cambodia over the
next three years.
In Singapore, this will include a
customized sortation center and
20 service stations islandwide.
The direct investment will bring
much
needed
employment
opportunities
for
Singapore
residents especially during a
time of global pandemic, when
companies investing into the
market and growing the workforce
is becoming increasingly valuable.
According to joint research by
Google, Temasek and Bain &
Company, with 360 million mobilesavvy Internet users, Southeast
Asia’s e-commerce sector is on
track to reach US$150 billion by
2025 from US$38 billion in 2019.

According to globalwebindex’s
Q2 2019 report on e-commerce
activity in Singapore, the republic
has a strong online retail heat map
with a reported 73% of internet
users having had online buying
experience. The nation’s average
online customer spends over
US$1,000 every year, significantly
higher than the global average of
US$634.
In a parliamentary debate
in
March,
Communications
and Information Minister S
Iswaran noted that Singapore’s
e-commerce market is projected
to grow at an annual rate of
between 12 to 20 percent over the
next five years. This will in turn
drive the growth of the delivery
business with emphasis placed on
efficiency, speed and reliability.
In order to meet this rising
e-commerce demand and evolving
customer needs, BEST will offer
same or next day delivery options,
like their existing operation across
key parts of Thailand, Ho Chi Minh
City and Hanoi in Vietnam. In the
first quarter of this year alone, it
is reported the Company’s total
volume from Southeast Asia
reached 8.8 million parcels.
BEST is also eyeing opportunities
to provide additional services in
the region, including supply chain
management, freight delivery,
and truckload capacity brokerage,
with plans to operate in Indonesia
and the Philippines in the near
future.
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Gartner survey: 33% of companies
are moving their supply chains out
of China
Citing Covid-19 pandemic, rising tariffs, and Brexit, companies move their sourcing to
Vietnam, India, and Mexico.

One third of companies with
global supply chains have moved
their sourcing and manufacturing
activities out of China or plan to do
so in the next two to three years,
according to a recent survey from
analyst firm Gartner Inc.
And while the Covid-19 pandemic
is certainly one of the top reasons
for the trend, other powerful
factors are the U.K.’s economic
withdrawal from the European
Union, known as Brexit, and rising
tariff costs incurred by President
Trump’s trade war with China,
the Stamford, Connecticut-based
firm said. Gartner’s “Weathering
the Supply Chain Storm” survey
gathered data from 260 global

respondents between February
and March 2020. Participants were
responsible for supply chain and
related functions across a range
of industries, including high-tech,
industrial, and food & beverage.
While China itself doesn’t pay any
money for tariffs imposed on its
exports to other countries—such
fees are collected by U.S. Customs
and Border Protection (CBP) from
domestic importers, who typically
pass the cost on to consumers in
the form of higher prices—the
tariffs still make Chinese products
more expensive to American
buyers.
In reaction to those elevated

prices, many companies have
begun sourcing from alternative
locations such as Vietnam, India,
and Mexico, Gartner said. In
addition to dodging the increased
costs triggered by tariffs, moving
business out of China also allows
companies to make their supply
chains more resilient, meaning
that they have good visibility
and the agility to shift sourcing,
manufacturing, and distribution
activities around quickly.
“Global supply chains were being
disrupted long before Covid-19
emerged,” Kamala Raman, senior
director analyst with the Gartner
Supply Chain Practice, said in a
release. “Already in 2018 and 2019,
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the U.S.-China trade war made
supply chain leaders aware of the
weaknesses of their globalized
supply chains and question the
logic of heavily outsourced,
concentrated and interdependent
networks. As a result, a new focus
on network resilience and the idea
of more regional manufacturing
emerged.”
However, building a more resilient
supply chain has a price. Fiftyeight percent of respondents told
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Gartner that more resilience also
results in additional structural
costs to the network. “We are at
a crossroads in the evaluation
of global supply chains that pits
just-in-time systems designed
to
improve
operational
efficiency against just-in-case
plans that emphasize planning
and preparing for a range of
plausible scenarios,” Raman
said. “To find balance, supply
chain leaders must engage in
risk management to assess

20

their organization’s willingness to
take risk onboard and decide how
to quantify that risk against other
network objectives such as cost
effectiveness.”
One way companies recapture
that added cost is by leveraging
their newly regionalized or
localized supply chains to ease
delays and shortages in times of
disruption, since manufacturing
now occurs closer to the source of
demand, Gartner said.

Robotics and other digitized
technologies may remake 3PL
industry in post-pandemic world
“The Rise of Robotics in the 3PL Industry,” examines how using robotics in the
warehouse enhances – not replaces – the workforce.

For many industry thought
leaders, analysts and educators,
the impact made by the COVID-19
pandemic has yet to realign
the current third-party logistics

(3PL) marketplace. But when it
does, shippers may expect far
greater reliance on innovative
technologies requiring substantial
capital investment.

“Given the massive coronavirus
windfall to omnichannel and
e-commerce companies, some
might think that 3PL’s have
a
tremendous
opportunity,”
says Michael Gravier, Associate
Professor of Marketing and Supply
Chain Management at Bryant
University, “Even before this
disruption, the world was a volatile
place with tariffs and raw material
costs fluctuating as quickly in
response to Twitter blasts. And it
was pushing companies to focus
more on innovation based on core
competences and allowing 3PL’s
to take more charge of supply
chains.”
These trends before the virus
struck
indicated
that
3PL’s
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using robotics in the warehouse
enhances – not replaces – the
workforce.
“Working with robotics can make
employees more efficient, and
not just by reducing the physical
needs on the job,” says Johnson.
“Robots with an intuitive user
interface that ‘speak’ multiple
languages can reduce training
times up to 50 percent. When
many operations offer a pay-forperformance incentive, any saved
training time can help both the
brand and the employee.”
Furthermore, the use of robotics
can also help to keep workers
remain safe and healthy in the
wake of COVID-19.

were increasing their strategic
importance greatly, adds Gravier,
with the focus on the “Fourth
Industrial Revolution” providing a
tantalizing opportunity for them if
only they could capitalize on their
roles as integrators and supply
chain matchmakers.
“But the virus has also polarized
the 3PL world,” he observes. “At
one end of the spectrum, the ‘Great
Wall of Doubt’ must be overcome:
there is a long-standing mistrust
between 3PL’s and shippers. This
is a fundamental disconnect
common to any outsourced
relationship because the shippers
don’t understand the 3PL’s world,
yet they must rely on them.”
For Gravier, 3PL’s that find
the successful combination of

warehouse robotics, internet
of things, artificial intelligence,
blockchain, and organizational
culture are going to see
exponential growth…but the time
to invest in these technologies is
now.
“Those 3PL that adopt the right
digital technologies to facilitate
strategic competitiveness of their
shippers will be among the first to
succeed in this new environment,”
he adds.
Gravier was intrigued by a
recent paper written by Andy
Johnston, director of innovation at
GEODIS – a major 3PL embracing
digitization.
“The Rise of Robotics in the
3PL Industry,” examines how

“As many states begin to reopen,
social
distancing
guidelines
are still in place for many
logistics, manufacturing, and
transportation operations,” says
Johnson. “Most employees will
have to wear masks, gloves and
remain six feet apart, which
thanks to robots, is possible.”

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Patrick Burnson
Patrick Burnson is executive editor
for Logistics Management and
Supply Chain Management Review
magazines and web sites. Patrick
is a widely-published writer and
editor who has spent most of his
career covering international trade,
global logistics, and supply chain
management. He lives and works
in San Francisco, providing readers
with a Pacific Rim perspective on
industry trends and forecasts.
You can reach him directly at
pburnson@peerlessmedia.com.
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WEBINAR SYNOPSIS

Get a Grip on your Supply ChainSupply Chain Visibility –
The Crucial Edge!
•

Engagement with Key Partners early into the Journey
to benefit from collaborative sharing.

•

Uses all relevant data sources to enable accurate
predictive & prescriptive decisions making.

•

Faster response times with critical decision data
refreshed within 24 hours.

CLICK TO PLAY

•

Mitigates the reality of higher risks & anticipation of
disruption with better end-to-end visibility.

Closing message – “Never has there been a better &
exciting time to be in the Supply Chain industry. The
speed of transformation & autonomous supply chains are

Guest speaker: Antonio Boccalandro &

the true realities!”

Rodrigo Cambiaghi – talking to Joe Lombardo and Dr
Raymon Krishnan

2. Rodrigo Cambiaghi - key highlights are summarised as
follows:

SUMMARY
The webinar attracted more 140 registrations and 78 live
connections, with a continuous flow of excellent questions,

Opening

message

–

“control

tower

vision

will

fundamentally shape supply chains for years to come”

comments & feedback from participants. Webinar duration
a. The Transformation Priorities for EY:

of 52 minutes.

•
1. Antonio Boccalandro - key highlights are summarised as
follows:

acceleration

enabled journey to a one-stop shop.
•

Opening message – “there has been a noticeable
in

changing

Customer

behaviours

&

•

Conditions have changed Customer behaviours for
which we need to be agile to adapt.

•

Using PDCA methods we have merged planning &
execution tools, with good data accuracy.

•

Since COVID there is more willingness to share data –
more data available & less constraints.

•

We need senior management to understand the
importance of supply chains & engage change.

b. The Luminate Experience: The Vision & Solutions
•

Our vision is to achieve solutions in time-to-value of 8
weeks vs 2-3 years.

Empower People with Predictive Capabilities – use
data for smart problem resolution.

•

Orchestrate Efficient E2E Global Processes – align BU &
Regions work systems & processes.

priorities brought on since the COVID-19 disruption”
a. The Challenges & Methodologies for Blue Yonder:

Transform Visibility with New Technologies – an

b. Delivering a State-of-the-Art E2E Supply Chain Control
Tower:
•

Mixed Technology platforms & solutions is the way to
optimise best solutions.

•

On-Boarding Trading Partners is important for
consolidation.

•

Change Management a critical component to such a
crucial program.

•

Effective Supply Chain structure will make a difference
to a successful implementation.

Closing message – “it is more important to start the
program, than worry on how long it will take”
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Post Pandemic Logistics Sector in
Hong Kong – A continuing role as a
logistics hub
•

high standard of fulfilment performance.
Deployment of digital technology with advanced applications.

Closing message – “we are very confident of Hong Kong’s future
role as a continued regional Hub”

CLICK TO PLAY

2. Michael Zankel & Alex Koo’s key highlights can be summarised
as follows:
Opening message – “the pandemic is not over yet & we need to
see how things shape up after re-opening”

Guest Speakers: Benjamin Wong, Alex Koo & Michael Zankel –
talking to Joe Lombardo & Dr Raymon Krishnan
SUMMARY
A well attended webinar which attracted more than 70 live
connections, with a continuous flow of excellent questions,
comments & feedback from participants. The key focus was on
what is Hong Kong doing to stay relevant in the changing logistics
landscape in Hong Kong & around the South China Provinces –
also know as the Greater Bay Area (GBA).
1. Benjamin Wong's key highlights can be summarised as follows:
Opening message – “we do have some challenges to overcome, but
we consider these are temporary”
a. The Challenges for Hong Kong:
•
There are some concerns at how soon demand will pick-up
after the pandemic?
•
Some temporary challenges to overcome:
•
3rd run-way expansion, connectivity & infrastructure,
customs clearance/documentation, type of cargo
•
Full activation of Asean-HK FTA
•
Collaboration programs & timings with all partners in
GBA
•
Time to ramp-up use of new technologies.
b. The Future for HK & Greater Bay Area partners:
•
Leverage on strong HK knowledge & hub legacy/experience.
•
Good collaboration between GBA partners & technology
sharing.
•
Improve road transportation & connectivity across GBA
network.
•
HK strategic positioning by type of cargo, by logistics players &

a. The Challenges for Chevalier freight express – Alex Koo:
•
US-China Trade conflict has greatly reduced channel demand.
•
Shippers seem to have moved to other Asia countries.
•
HK social unrest has caused a big disruption in flows.
•
Adjusting to big growth in e-commerce – PPE, test kits –
pandemic impact.
b. The Challenges for Gebruder Weiss – Michael Zankel:
•
Market created vulnerabilities by stretching limits – maybe not
necessary.
•
The high urgency expectations seems to have disappeared –
was everything so urgent?
•
Capacity re-adjustment – demand down >20%
•
High level of idle capacity – need to re-balance demand vs
supply.
•
Cost & pricing structures will be a major concern to re-adjust.
c. The Outlook from Logistics Service Providers:
•
Digitalisation is now firmly top of our list of actions
•
Diversions from China to other Asia countries are likely to
continue.
•
Pricing strategies will need to be assessed with added value
benefits.
•
A fresh look at what is necessary & important to do.
•
HK needs to address a new approach to agility & flexibility in
business processes.
•
There is room for experienced, specialist & high performing
service providers to HK a key Hub.
Closing message:
- Michael Zankel: “HK is in no danger past, present or future –
China needs HK to thrive- don’t worry !”
- Alex Koo: “ Very confident in the facilities, trust & accumulated
competence in HK as an air freight Hub”
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Supply Chain Visibility –
Fact or Fiction?
•

CLICK TO PLAY

important now than ever.
Engaging partners is crucial & having a “light touch”
solution to engage will be a big “pull-factor”

Closing message – “supply chain visibility is key for all
stakeholders – educating & sharing with partners will lead
to stronger collaboration in leveraging new technologies
for shared gains”
2. Jeff Wehner’s key highlights can be summarised as
follows:

Guest speaker: Jeff Wehner & Stephanie Krishnan –
talking to Joe Lombardo & Dr Raymon Krishnan
SUMMARY
The webinar attracted more 70 registrations and over 40 live
connections, with a continuous flow of excellent questions,
comments & feedback from participants. Webinar duration
of 48 minutes.
Stephanie Krishnan’s key highlights can be summarised as
follows:
Opening message – “supply chain visibility is about 2 key
areas - accessibility & availability”
a. The areas of Focus for Businesses from IDC:
•
Visibility – is looking at the physical inventory, data
Accessibility – is looking at the cloud, meaningful data
availability.
•
Building Business Resiliency with a clear roadmap
using the “right technology stacks” will gain most.
•
Culture change challenge is evident - assess real needs
& make collaborative approach to change
b. The Challenges & Actions for manufacturers, moving
forward are:
•
Prioritise service level agreement, service & product
quality, supply chain visibilities & costs.
•
Focus to reduce risks – visibility post supply-shock –
valuable lessons to be learnt.
•
Direct materials & sourcing more localised to reduce
exposure – new areas of accessibility & visibility.
•
Regulatory compliance, sustainability a key point to
mitigate supply chain risk.
•
Managing complexities in the chain are even more

Opening message – “a lot is happening right now out there
& the big challenge is on prioritisation”
a. The Prioritisation approach from Haven:
•
Look at organisational debt – in which area are they
falling behind & what actions are needed.
•
Connectivity & visibility is crucial - all in between big
systems (ERPs) is what we can connect to.
•
Inter-relationship of visibility, connectivity & accessibility
are all vitally interlinked features.
•
Architecture is fundamental to know which are crucial
the Nodes & how to connect them.
•
Change management – stay on program track &
monitor milestones – stick to the plan.
b. Delivering the right Solutions:
•
Take a more “user-friendly” approach to ensure new
technologies are accepted.
•
Adapting to new tools & technologies is an important
1st step in the transformation process.
•
Apply a simple approach - familiarisation to a new
Smart Phone – once mastered, it’s easy.
•
Building confidence of using complex technologies will
enable higher performance solutions.
•
A web-cloud based architecture/infrastructure more
effective, easy & fast to access information.
•
Aligning of different modules & areas of business will
be a value add gain – change the model.
•
Interfacing with supply chain partners is using a “light
touch” approach from Haven
Closing message – “digitalisation is no longer in question
– it is the path for the future. Organisation need to work
on how to enact it ? What is the architecture, how do we
connect & achieve the connectivity, access & visibility to
their business partners”
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The 2nd LogiSYM Awards 2020 recognises
individuals and companies who have
actively demonstrated or contributed
significantly to the Supply Chain and
Logistics industry.
PANEL OF JUDGES:
BOB GILL
General Manager, SEA, ARC Advisory Group
MARK GOH
Director (Industry Research), The Logistics Institure APAC
EMMA MURRAY
Founder and CEO, Meantime Communications
KENT HOOTS
VP Global Supply Chain, Orica International
KIM WINTER
Founder & Global CEO, Logistics Executive Group
LISA YEOH
APAC VP for Sales and Commercial, CooperVision
PAUL BRADLEY
Chairman and CEO, Caprica International
CHRIS HOLMES
Managing Director, IDC Insights APAC
JOSEPH O'SULLIVAN
CEO, Ophir
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WE ASKED OUR CORPORATE WINNERS:
Now that you have been recognised at
LogiSYM Awards 2020, how do you plan
to build on this achievement and sustain
your success in the years ahead?

CORPORATE AWARDS

to be named the "Best Third-Party
Logistics (3PL) Company" at the
LogiSYM Awards 2020, amidst
other esteemed nominees.

Blu
Best Third-Party Logistics
(3PL) Company
First of all, a big thank you to
the Logistics & Supply Chain
Management Society (LSCMS) for
recognising our efforts with this
award. We are deeply honoured

KEYfields
Best Supply Chain
Software Company

The SMART approach KEYfields
adopted has served us well at
different periods of our corporate

As an integrated retail logistics
solution provider, we help valued
partners grow their businesses
by leveraging our scalable,
automated fulfilment and last
mile capabilities. Powered by AI
and robotics, our integrated and
automated systems enable sameday service levels for pick, pack,
and deliver, eliminate prevalent
last mile challenges such as

journey
since
incorporation.
SMART comprises of building a
best-in-class Solutions, Marketing
to build brand awareness,
expanding Abroad, Restructuring
for relevancy, and retaining and
retraining Talent. At different
stages of our growth, we apply
different weightages to these
components.
In the ensuing years, with our
proven Solutions used by MNCs,
Large Organisations, Government
Agencies and SMEs, KEYfields will

"

missed deliveries, and empower
businesses with real-time supply
chain visibility.
These achievements are made
possible through innovation which has and will continue to be
our focus. We are already working
on improving our systems and
exploring new technologies, and
are looking forward to translating
our expertise into greater gains
for our business partners in the
years ahead.

increase weightage on the Abroad
component. We plan to speed up
our expansion abroad to grow
market share. Besides organic
growth, we are on the prowl
for complementary solutions
to acquire in South East Asia to
increase our footprints.
COVID-19 has not only shifted
the supply chain but also the way
organisations and logisticians
work. Our R&D is busy with our
Solutions roadmap to align with
this new mode of operations.
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Parcel Perform
Best E-Commerce
Technology Company
We’re focusing on our core
mission - to continue enhancing
the
e-commerce
delivery
experience
for
the
global

CEVA Logistics
Best Transportation Company
This award is the recognition of
the significance of our strategy
initiated upon the acquisition of
CEVA Logistics by CMA CGM. Its

e-commerce ecosystem. With the
ongoing COVID-19 pandemic,
we’re now seeing an acceleration
of existing digital transformation
initiatives for businesses around
the world. There is a growing
need for expertise in this area and
we’re working on leveraging these
trends to address these needs for
merchants.
Some initiatives in the pipeline
include
leveraging
machine
learning to add delivery time

aim is to ensure we are even more
customer oriented, developing
new products to extend our global
and multimodal offering, and
being fully active in supporting our
clients as well as Governments.
We saw tremendous examples of
this in the fight against Covid-19.
More than ever, we are convinced
that logistics is the key which
allows businesses to expand
locally and worldwide. Our

prediction capabilities for our
customers and expanding on
our global e-commerce logistics
community Parcel Monitor. We’re
also continuously enhancing our
customer engagement processes
as we service our customers
across Australia, Asia Pacific, US
and Europe while continuing to
maintain our close relationships
with the retail and delivery players
in our key markets.

customers’ needs and strategic
intent, are at the core of our
approach because we believe our
role is to enable companies to
grow and communities to thrive.
We have shown that we are
good at being responsive in
difficult moments and will keep
developing this strength in the
years to come.

Other Winners in the Corporate Awards Category

Swisslog
Best Warehouse
Automation Company

ALSCO Logistik
Systeme GmbH
Best Supply Chain Innovation
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WE ASKED OUR INDIVIDUAL WINNERS:
What is the one piece of advice that you
would like to give to others who may wish
to emulate your success as recognised by
winning at LogiSYM Awards 2020?

"

INDIVIDUAL AWARDS

Chitransh Sahai
Co-Founder, GoComet
Digital Transformation
Champion

Kavickumar
Muruganatha
Deputy Director (Sustainability),
Halcyon Agri Corporation Ltd
Sustainability & CSR Champion

One lesson that I have learnt over
the years is that nothing matters
more than the core service or
product you have got to offer.
When you start a business, it
is bound to evolve but do not
lose focus of the core offering.
When we started GoComet, my
team's focus was on developing
a platform that simplified endto-end logistics and helped
companies drive cost savings and
it has stayed unchanged to date.

Similarly, invest in building a
robust team that understands
and relates to the vision you have
for your business. Especially when
you start small, try your best to
have a team that covers all key
aspects of your business.

Be passionate. Be prepared to
have your ideas shot down but
find the drive within you to go
at it again. Sustainability and
CSR today is still seen as a cost
in many organisations. While
many organisations up sell and
preach the sustainability mantra,
their resource allocation to
sustainability is relatively minimal.
Sustainability professionals need
to go the extra mile to convince
that purpose and profit can go
hand in hand to create positive

change.
Convincing
senior
management and securing buy-in
for projects will always be an uphill
task but the key will be amplify
the longer term impacts that will
manifest from the undertakings.

Lastly, hold values close to your
heart as it is your honesty and
integrity that is ultimately going
to lead you to growth and success.
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Arne Jeroschewski
Founder & CEO, Parcel Perform
Promising Start-Up Champion

Mark Millar
Keynote Speaker, Independent
Advisor, Professional Moderator,
Commissioned Author, Visiting
Lecturer
Thought Leadership Champion

“Active
Engagement”
would
encapsulate the many leadership
lessons and lifestyle approaches
that I have learned during 35

Preparing for a future dominated
by online retail and e-commerce
is crucial for businesses both
now and in the future. The digital
transformation of the supply
chain industry will therefore be
a key enabler for success in our
industry. There are tremendous
opportunities arising from these
digitalisation efforts to improve
the efficiency of supply chains and
make logistics a better experience

for all stakeholders - carriers,
merchants
and
consumers
alike. To succeed in this space,
every logistics player needs a
digitalisation champion who can
inspire his or her colleagues and
have the power to change the
direction of the entire company.

years of international business
experience - working for some
outstanding leaders and with
numerous talented professionals,
across
different
companies,
countries and cultures.

2. Be Adventurous
- seize opportunities; take
risks; nothing ventured,
nothing gained

I encourage people to develop
perseverance (persistence despite
difficulty) and resilience (ability to
bounce back) – and recommend
5 simple philosophies for an
effective and enduring journey
of both personal growth and
professional development.
1. Positive Attitude
- actively engage; get involved
- with energy and enthusiasm

3. Continuous Improvement
- persistently focus on
strengthening the weakest link
4. Lifelong Learning
- be a perpetual student; learn
from the best; share your
knowledge
5. Outward Perspective
- be open minded; assume an
external orientation
Overall, it is critically important to
perpetually juggle and manage
the balance between your
business career and your loved
ones.

Other Winners in the Individual Awards Category
Edmund Chan
Assistant Director, Centre of Innovation for
Supply Chain Management at Republic Polytechnic
Supply Chain Management Champion
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Emphasise the importance of
service, and maintaining excellent
customer relationships. Embrace
new technologies to reduce head
count, focus on quality rather
quantity.

Brian Miles
LogiSYM
Excellence Award
Invest in quality staff, develop
your own management team
by internal promotions, localize
appointments only bring in
expatriates for specialized needs,
and then use them to train local
staff.

Wherever
possible
develop
local manufacturing rather than
importing from Europe, which
is designed to suit local market
demands.

ASIA’S PREMIER SUPPLY CHAIN & LOGISTICS EXPO
10 - 12 March 2021

|

Singapore Expo, Hall 3

Join CARGONOW 2021, the largest showcase of exhibitors from
Logistics companies, transport, ports, terminals, carriers,
supporting products & services, regulators, postal operators
and technology & e-commerce
EXHIBIT PROFILES:
•
•
•
•

Logistics Services
Hardware & Materials Handling
Technology & IT Solutions
Packaging Solutions

• Warehouse Equipment
& Systems
• Cold Storage System
& Materials

Reserve
Your Premium
Booth Space Now!
For enquiries, please contact
Sales:
garry@LogiSYM.org
Media/Marketing:
punnagai@sph.com.sg

CARGONOW 2021 is co-located with and organised by
LogiSYM - the region’s leading Supply Chain symposium.
This is the largest gathering for thought leaders, industry experts,
shippers and end-users in Supply Chain Management from across the region.

ORGANISERS:
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SURVIVING
DISRUPTIONS
an opportunity for
supply chains to
thrive with people
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“Managing supply chain and logistics has never
been more significant and challenging since
the outbreak of COVID-19 that created a new
norm with high uncertainty and enforced an
inevitable shift”
OVERVIEW
Logistics and supply chain
management
is
a
rapidly
evolving field. Digital technology
continues to be the key
mechanism for change and
value creation. Increasing supply
chain vulnerability along with
uncertainty and disruption, are
exposing business ecosystems
and accelerating the need for
digital transformation.
However, technology is a means
to an end and not the end itself.
If we look at the top container
Dr Shereen Nassar, the Global
Director of Logistics Studies and
Director of the M.Sc. Logistics
and Supply Chain Management
programmes
at
Heriot-Watt
University
Dubai
discusses
how successful selection and
implementation of a digital supply
chain strategy can be predicted.
She will also illustrate the necessity
for change management and
redefining the roles and the skills
of supply chain talents as a key
driver for success.

EXPOSING SUPPLY CHAIN
VULNERABILITIES AND
FAST-MOVING TRENDS
Supply chain trends and practices
today, are mainly driven by cost
optimisation and lean strategy.
This has proved to be a major
source of risk. Poor business
continuity planning, lack of risk

management
programs
and
single source suppliers, have
magnified the impact of such
risks.
As an offspring of globalisation,
supply chains are focused on
optimisation - cost reduction,
just-in-time deliveries and tight
inventory-to-sales
ratios.
A
pandemic-induced blow finally
laid bare the vulnerabilities of
the supply chain industry largely
premised on lean production
principles.
Disruptions in deliveries from
exporting sources, have created a
knock-on effect on the financials
of suppliers, who now face
delayed payments and cash flow
pressures. Operators in the supply
chain industry face the mammoth
task of tailoring their business
continuity plans to factor in risk
assessments, scenario forecasts
and recovery strategies for the
unforeseeable future.
A significant paradigm shift in
procurement
and
inventory
control is an emerging area
of focus. Just-in-time delivery
models and lean supply chain
principles, are now under scrutiny
and brought many long-standing
crevices to light. These have
contributed to major supply chain
bottlenecks and shortages with
the outbreak of the pandemic.
Calls
for
more
effective
transportation capacity planning,
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inventory management, multisourcing and diversified supplier
base strategies are crucial to
mitigate business continuity in
case of a crisis.
The short-term strategy to build
resilience, is to focus on three
major elements, essential to keep
freight moving.
•

Business continuity: prepare
plans and create a response
centre enabled to execute such
plans in harmony.

•

Safety: deploy stringent
measures for frontline workers,
essential as delivering topnotch customer service.

•

Work-from-Home: ensure that
their staff are well-equipped
with all the necessary resources
required to fulfill a seamless
workflow.

The long-term strategy is about
a digital infrastructure as the key
pillar, whilst ensuring business
agility and flexibility are improved.
Achieving
a
supply
chain
ecosystem that is robust, requires
a business continuity strategy
that involves digital technology at
the centre of the strategy for the
future.
•

Diversify manufacturing base:
need to avoid single production
base and create multi-location,
multi-supplier and building
multi-production bases with a
diversification strategy.

•

Build-In supplier network
redundancies: Single-source
dependency is high risk.
Creating tactical redundancies
throughout their supply chain
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is fundamental. Expanding
supplier network to withstand
operating continuity despite
a disruption, adds to stronger
resilience strategy. Whilst such
redundancies will reflect cost
hikes, it will create more robust
supply lines and re-balance
supply constraints.

is a powerful catalyst for revisiting
current supply chain practices and
strategies, and to reassess the
need for digital infrastructures as
the key pillar to support supply
chains in the new norm.

•

Maintain adequate levels of
inventory: buffer stocks of
critical finished goods, parts
and raw materials in alternate
storage and distribution sites
will meet consumer demand
and keep production lines
running during the course of
high-impact/low-probability
events.

Industry 4.0 technology based
platform is crucial for Supply
chains. Deployment of the
basics, like data analystics, cyber
systems, cloud computing and
internet of things (IoT), are
the 1st steps. This will lead us
to the next level of robotics,
artificial intelligence, machine
learning, virtual and augmented
reality, cognitive computing and
blockchain, transformational for
supply chains.

•

Boost agility in logistics:
multimodal solutions to
combat increased freight
costs and limited capacity. A
shining example is the supply
chain ecosystem in the UAE
– significant investments
in multimodal facilities and
infrastructure over several
decades has delivered a strong
resilience in time of need. The
country has not seen shortages
of essential commodities on
the scale experienced by other
countries.

Supply chain professionals will
be able to close the gaps of
demand and supply, improve
synchronisation across supply
chain partners, have greater
insights, boost efficiency and
enhance resiliency, especially
in uncertain times. Although
technology is the key driver for
improving performance at all levels
in the supply chain, technology
does not always guarantee
successful implementation, that
can be conditioned by change in
the work practices and behaviour.

TECHNOLOGY FOR DIGITAL
SUPPLY CHAINS

Digital technology - a remedy
for all supply chain problems?

Digitalisation
optional

is

no

longer

Increasing the scope and scale
of uncertainty, and disruptions
in business ecosystems, has
revealed
the
vulnerabilities
of supply chains, pinpointing
the need for more agility and
flexibility to build resilience. This

Technology
solutions
alone
will not solve all supply chain
problems. Ignoring the people
factor in the supply chain might
inadvertently end up in failure. The
speed of change and advances in
technology are impacting people.
The problems are manifested as
lack of trust among stakeholders,
poor
visibility,
unreliable

commitments,
opportunistic
behaviour, misaligned incentives,
lack of internal integration, slow
decision making and a continuous
cycle of directionless changes.
Standalone
digital
solutions
cannot
solve
such
issues,
regardless of how smart and
advanced the algorithms used in
the solutions are. The shutdown
of highly automated production
plants and supply chains due to
pandemic disruptions, along with
redundancies of thousands in
economies with highest rates of
robotics density, has effectively
demonstrated that no level
of automation can thwart an
economic downturn if human
capital is destabilised.
This highlights the critical role of
people and associated practices
that by no means underestimates
the immense value of supply
chain
technology.
On
the
contrary, supply chains need to
speed up the wider adoption of
digital technology to enhance
performance and value creation.
According
to
the
Boston
Consulting Group, automating
manual processes can yield cost
savings up to 40%. The advent of
new technologies like data analytic
tool, robots in warehouses, AI to
track fulfilment and inventory, use
of drones and driverless delivery
vehicles and more are prime
examples of how the supply chain
landscape is changing.
Digitalised supply chains should
make organisations more agile,
flexible,
meticulous,
precise,
and efficient. It can enable
manufacturers in controlling
the impact of future disruptions
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in several ways. But this raises
another concern about the
readiness and the preparedness
of supply chain people for a digital
transformation.
Digital technology
supply chain talent

redefines

We need to understand how digital
transformation is reshaping the
roles and skills-sets of supply
chain people. McKinsey’s global
survey (2017) conducted with
nearly 900 C-level executives and
the MHI (2020) survey results from
over 1,000 manufacturing and
supply chain professionals, show
talent skill gaps and workforce
shortages will continue to rank
highest amongst the challenges
facing companies in achieving
their
strategic
digitalisation
targets.
The
Deloitte
report
and
Manufacturing Institute (2018)
illustrates the skills gap could
result in 2.2 million job going
unfilled.

To overcome such challenges,
legacy supply chain leadership
requires changing the traditional
leadership model.
Businesses need to build new
technical
skills
that
cover
data analytics, and cognitive
technologies.
They need to have an end-toend understanding of supply
chain management and the skills
to create a real value to their
businesses.
It is evident that many companies
still lack these skills that constrain
successful digital transformation
even when new digital and
analytics talents are added.
Despite the extensive knowledge
and experience in functional areas
such as inventory management
and supply and demand planning,
there are still a few end-to-end
experts who are able to develop a
digital project.

Source: MHI (2020)
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Specific training and development
plans must be defined and
deployed to support current
workforce
and
new
talent
to effectively use the new
technologies for solving supply
chain problems which create
business value. Only businesses
who are equipped with powerful
technical skills along with robust
end-to-end
perspective
will
be able to gain a competitive
advantage.

REDEFINING TALENT AND
SKILLS TO SURVIVE AND
THRIVE SUPPLY CHAINS
Technology alone cannot drive
supply chain resilience or success.
Attracting and retaining skilled
labour to drive all elements of the
supply chain will be the next big
challenge.
Talent for digital supply chains
There are 4 key interdependent
talent
roles
identified
for
digitalisation of supply chains.
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These are driven by Technology,
Data, End-to-end insight and
Creativity.
The first, is related to technical
skills
needed
to
design,
configure, use, and maintain new
technologies e.g. 3-D printing,
AI, and robotics. Tech talents
must understand and decide if a
technology solution is required
and is a suitable option. It is
important to identify how best to
deploy and manage it. Tech talent
should enable rapid integration of
new partners into a supply chain
and reconfigure the parameters
to combine new demand data.

Specific
training and
development
plans must
be defined
and deployed
to support
current
workforce and
new talent
to effectively
use the new
technologies
for solving
supply chain
problems
which create
business value

The second, is concerned with
analytical skills that drive scenario
planning and data-led modelling
to enable supply chain to inform
business decisions. Analytical
talent
requires
conceptual
analysis skills,with systematic and
logical skills to identify problems
that could be solved by using new
technologies.
Analytical talents are open minded
and critical thinkers. Supply chain
professionals should develop
the skills needed to manage
conflicting views from both
automated and people aspects,
integrating new data sources and
supply chains, updating machine
learning algorithms to align with
business strategy, and acting
on the output from simulation
modelling.
The
third,
is
orchestration
abilities to develop end-to-end
insights that drives internal and
external collaboration. This opens
opportunities for improvements
from a holistic perspective of the
supply chain ecosystem. Breaking

down silos in the supply chain
and having end-to-end visibility
requires skills to maintain deep
understanding across internal
and external operations and
stakeholders
including
their
interdependencies that inform
business decisions.
The fourth, is about innovation that
drives new business opportunities
and brings a commercial lens
through
understanding
the
big picture. Innovators will
work with the customer facing
organisations,
engineers and
R&D, to find creative ideas and
form service portfolio for target
customer segments.
This approach develops agile and
effective networks that configure
unique supply chains, increasing
profitability and delivering a
differentiated customer centric
service. Innovators should work
closely with the technologist and
analysts to develop scenarios,with
the orchestrators to apply
changes to the supply chain.
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Developing talent for the future
Supply chain talent needs to be
equipped with skills that enable
them to succeed in their roles
– like agility, critical thinking,
problem-solving, communication,
time-management,
teamwork,
and networking.
The
proper
skills
enable
professionals to handle complex
decision-making,
stakeholder
management and business ethics.
Although many of these soft skills
are intrinsic to an employee’s
natural ability, the organisation
and its workplace culture play
an equally key role in soft skills
development.
Leaders
must
be
coaches,
mentors, support virtual job
shadowing and job rotations to
help employees gain vital social
and business skills. Moreover, as
remote working continues to be
the norm, employees are faced
with social isolation, lack of direct
supervision, and distractions at
home.

Leaders have the responsibility to
improve employee engagement
and productivity, using effective
means. They are also responsible
in steering the teams to
implement new strategies, to
properly empower them and
boost morale during challenging
times.
Sustaining & Engaging
Empowerment
People should be involved in
crisis
response
programme
since they are the key force
responsible for restabilising an
organistion during and postcrisis. To this end, they should
be empowered to take critical
decisions and adopt response
measures as needed. This serves
as a valuable opportunity for
organisations to build experience
and knowledge into their supply
chains, delivering agile, resilient
and robust charcteristics for
future disruptions. Motivation is
essential for making people part
of the solution which leads to true
engagement, hence retention.
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CONCLUDING
New technologies and people
are at the forefront of supply
chain digital strategies and are
fundamental for the successful
transitions and implementation.
Change management, people
development
and
retention
programmes must be in place
to ensure sustainability of these
strategies. Supply chains’ human
capital equipped with technical
and analytical skills along with
innovative end-to-end insights,
will more effectively achieve their
digital strategies’ goals.
As innovative companies integrate
advanced technology, tools and
solutions in their supply chains of
the future, we will witness a surge
in automation and robotics to
handle routine and repetitive
The supply chain ecosystem is
evolving fast and whilst time will
bring more clarity on current and
future practices and trends we
continue to navigate and be part
of a changing landscape.

Dr Shereen Nassar
Global Director of Logistics Studies and Director of the
M.Sc. Logistics and Supply Chain Management programmes
at Heriot-Watt University Dubai.

Clemens Schapeler is working in logistics & supply chain consulting for 10 years, after graduating from the University of
Karlsruhe. Focus on international transports and freight procurement. Especially interested in data analytics and transforming
analytics & research results into actionable insights. He is Project Manager for the Ocean Market Intelligence Initiative at
Tim Consult, a leading logistics consulting and market intelligence company, and teaches classes in Transport Geography at
Baden-Wuerttemberg Cooperative State University.
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Supply Chain
Leadership
Driving Industry
4.0 & Resilience
During Crisis
Dr Can Eksoz &
Dr Nicolas Hubbard
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Whilst the COVID-19 pandemic
spreads across the world, it is
vital for organisations to ensure
a reliable supply of products
and services. Lockdown of cities
and manufacturing plants have
significantly
impacted
many
industries’ supply chains. This
challenge has contributed to
the slowdown or cessation of
production in some sectors (e.g.
fashion, automotive, spare parts,
airlines). But has also created
employment opportunities in
others (e.g. retail, e-commerce,
food production). At the same
time, communities struggle to
survive through curfew periods
and other restrictions to secure
products
affordably
whilst
complying with health and safety
conditions.
COVID-19
has
dramatically
influenced consumer behaviour.
The rush to stockpile basic needs
like food, beverages and toilet
paper led to a dramatic increase
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in sales at retail outlets such
as supermarkets. This not only
triggered demand volatility, but
also raised a significant question
mark in managers’ minds about
the status of demand after the
crisis. Consumption in the crisis
was initially supported by panicbuying. This in turn, triggered
online sales, the re-emergence of
weekly grocery shopping habits
and additional pressures on
supply chains.

on optimising operations and
partnership, gaining market share,
advancing the use of technology
and improving profitability. But
the COVID-19 crisis, has required
rapid operational solutions to
unforeseen roadblocks. Quick
solutions to employee shortages,
remote working, and to ensure
health and safety across the
company need to be deployed.
These bottlenecks significantly
change the priorities of leaders.

It is therefore critical to ask how
should supply chains be managed
during and after crisis to ensure
availability? What actions should
leaders take to manage supply
chains for least cost and least
risk, as well as to prosper from
opportunities appearing due to
the crisis?

In supply chain, leadership is
critical in broad and diverse areas
of actions. Team re-building,
split of responsibilities/tasks,
border closure challenges, quick
navigation of stock management,
prioritisation of logistics to
consumer needs and coordination
with partners upstream and
downstream. It is not an easy
for supply chain leaders to reprioritise tasks in a short span of
time. In such situations, leaders
need to be very well organised.

LEADERSHIP
CHAIN

IN

SUPPLY

Business leaders typically focus
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INDUSTRY 4.0 & ANALYTIC
DECISION MAKING

Put first things first.
Circumstances vary by the hour
and actions are time-critical
in a crisis. Existing data and
information might be incomplete
and inaccurate, feedback from
the team might be delayed.
But decisions have to be taken
anyway. Clarity is important on
what is urgent in the current
situation is critical
The Eisenhower Principle helps
manage the decision-making
process effectively in every
situation.
The
Eisenhower
Principle was founded by Dwight
D. Eisenhower who was the 34th
President of the United States
from 1953 until 1961.
During a crisis important and
urgent actions need to be
categorised. Important actions
lead to achieving operational and/
or financial goals in business.
While urgent actions demand
immediate attention. These are
usually customer-centric. Urgent
and important activities may

already be known or may appear
at the last minute.
It is crucial for the leader to match
responsibilities and tasks within
the team to prevent burn out and
ensure operational flow. Relying
on our experience in the industry
and academic field, it is worth to
say that if everything is urgent,
nothing is urgent! Thus , it is
beneficial for leaders to prioritise
tasks through the Eisenhower
Principle
and
to
delegate
responsibilities across the team.

Innovation and supplier
management calls for cloudbased integrated systems
between partners and advanced
predictive models. Supply
partners’ integrated systems
provide competitive advantage
through shortened supply
operations and speedy decisionmaking. Predictive analytics will
quicken demand response and
involve product-use insights
to improve accuracy against
external factors affecting
demand (e.g. economic
factors, consumer behaviour,
the Covid-19 situation). Cyber
Physical Systems (CPSs) are
key enablers for Industry 4.0.
It enhances communication
and information sharing, along
with real-time data collection
not only through the supply
chain but also from internal
processes. These technologies
are critical to understanding the
requirements in the supply chain,
lower lead times and increase
customer satisfaction. For
instance, suppliers can provide
twoway early warnings, that
increases responsiveness in the
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supply chain. Pricing decisions
can be integrated with demand
and supply planning. Predictive
demand can propose prices
changes, subject to stock levels
and replenishment capacity. This
boosts revenues and optimises
inventory. In a crisis economic
factors are critical. These are
likely to influence shoppers
buying choices. Foreseeing the
pricing factor on the demand
side is vital for organisations to
address pricing policies.
Agility and visibility. In crisis,
consumer
demands
become
more complex and response to
demand needs to be faster. This
necessitates full transparency and
increased visibility. Prescriptive
analytics, where data constantly
move in and out of partners’
systems, helps take data insights
to the next level with improved
visibility and for decision making.
Digitalisation enables partners
to track the entire supply chain
in real-time (e.g. exact location
of goods (on order, in transit,
or in a warehouse)). Internet
of Things (IoT) brings more
connectivity in the supply chain

network to advance visibility
and agility to the logistics
and supply operations. RadioFrequency Identification (RFID)
enables self-monitoring tools
to monitor and communicates
their
real-time
performance.
This can be applied to inventory
management, fleet and order
tracking, ID badging. This helps
improve
order
management
and accuracy, shorten estimated
transit times (ETAs) and minimise
out-of-stock
situations.
Such
end-to-end real-time visibility
will enable partners to respond
more swiftly to disruptions in realtime and minimise risk as well as
confronting demand ambiguities
post crisis.
Efficiency
and
cost
management. Machine learning
and big data analytics augments
critical roles in supply chain
efficiency, problem solving and
cost saving. Data acquisition and
filtering and scenario analysis are
time consuming practices in supply
chain. Automating these practices
reduces workforce and expedites
decision-making
process
for
managers.
Machine learning
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enable many transactions to be
fully automated, which creates
optimal decision making. Time to
products restocking, automating
repeat purchases could be made
simpler by enabling a customer
inventory demand to forecast
while big data analytics enable
real-time focus and simultaneous
analysis of diverse data streams
generating valuable information
for forecasting and planning.
This helps automatically reorder
items on the buyer’s behalf
based
on
pre-established
alignment between partners
accurately.
This
automation
expedites replenishment cycle
on shelves, reduces excess stock
and workforce while optimising
availability on the shelves, which
in turn all will contribute to less
costly operations and more
profitable sales.
It is well known that consumers’
behaviour evolves after a crisis.
People will be more meticulous
about the traceability of goods
from health and safety perspective.
Industry
4.0
technologies
can help track goods’ history
throughout the blockchain. This
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adopting lean, Peter Hines's Six
Rights seems to be a good start,
which are Right Product, Right
Place, Right Time, Right Quantity,
Right Quantity And Right Price.

helps organisations be more
transparent to consumers and
build in loyalty to their brands.
All of the information about a
product,
its
sub-assemblies,
components, and its distribution
path to market can all be traced
transparently through blockchain.
In addition to Industry 4.0,
leaders' solid data analytics and
interpretation
skills
emerge
from obscurity during crisis. For
instance, what are the top SKUs
preferred by which customer,
which supplier's deliveries are
reliable in relation to on time in
full (OTIF), at product-, region-, or
category-level? What is the share of
business in the customer-product
matrix? Which customer should
be priotitised at SKU-, categoryor channel-level through a route
optimisation plan? Data can be
extracted from systems but the
analysis and interpretation for
decision making relies upon the
analytic skills of supply chain
leaders.

SUPPLY CHAIN RESILIENCE
Why do some companies have
the ability to cope with crises
better than others? They seem to
be more resilient than others. It
is the effective manifestation of

unquantifiable risk in the supply
chain. Resilience in supply chains
that we address here is the ability
of a company to deal successfully
with abrupt situations throughout
its supply chain. Since COVID-19
has affected many businesses
and related supply chains,
resilience has taken on even more
significance in the supply chain.
Companies can develop resilience
in two main ways.
Act lean. The philosophy of lean,
triggers us to look for the "Ideal
Way". So, we need to ask, "what
is the ideal?"; it is perfect quality,
zero waste, and happy satisfied
customers. For companies not

Arguably, it is criticised that acting
too lean can cause breakdowns
in crisis. Downsides of a lean
approach are likely to be out
of stock risks – reduced stock
holding, cost of implementation,
and transformation of workflows.
In fact, regardless of crisis if
barriers and/or failures appear
in a lean approach, it is due to
hierarchical or cultural factors. A
lean approach calls for an inverted
flow of ideas where front line staff
members who face daily problems
are at the heart of business.
Therefore, organisations owning
a top-to-bottom approach are
likely to face these challenges
more compared to organisations
following a bottom-up approach.
Organisational culture represents
the common values, beliefs and
behaviours for a common way of
thinking and acting. While lean
thinking requires collaborative
actions and culture adoption,
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organisations who cannot embed
the lean principle into their culture
are likely to fail.
Since the first day Jeff Bezos
created Amazon, he has adopted
a customer-centric philosophy
through lean thinking. Amazon’s
supply chain heavily depends on
the outsourcing of its inventory
management.
Products
we
infrequently order are not stored
in regular Amazon warehouses.
Almost 82% percent of sales are
through third-party sellers, which
is around $42.75 billion (based on
2018 sales). When we closed the
doors due to COVID-19 for more
than a month, one of the options
was to spend time reading books.
In UAE, the well-known bookstores
are Amazon and Borders. Since
we could not go out, the first port
of call was likely Amazon. On the
other hand, Borders took around
almost more than a month to
initiate home delivery, limited at
first to Dubai and then other cities
in UAE. In other words, being lean
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does not only help companies to
improve resilience and improve
efficiency, but also improve
responsiveness to opportunities
when they appear in crises.

of those companies with these
supply chain leaders focussing
on stronger customer-centric
strategies are much higher when
compared to other companies.

Customer Centricity. Customer
centricity is not about setting
a company strategy through
the forecasted demand of the
product portfolio in the market.
Rather building the ability to be
able to clearly understand what
exactly customers want and act
upon these insights as soon as
possible. In early 2020 Oxford
Economics conducted research to
explore how supply chain leaders
can minimise risks and maximise
opportunities.
From a survey of 1000 executives
worldwide, they identified a
group of supply chain leaders
who exhibited customer-centricity
as one of four traits leading to
more effective, resilient, and
better-performing supply chains.
The figure below shows that
the customer satisfaction levels

Being
customer-centric
enables companies to improve
sustainability
and
uplift
manufacturing through higher
quality products and strengthen
logistics, which results in higher
levels of on-time deliveries.
This directly affects customer
satisfaction
and
therefore
improves customer retention
and loyalty. For instance, due to
COVID-19, a massive demand
appeared for ventilators. The
white appliances manufacturer
in Turkey, Arçelik, re-organised its
manufacturing place in a limited
time to be able to initiate ventilator
production. Arçelik collaborated
effectively with companies from
different industries, like Aselsan
and Biosys in order to identify,
design and supply all required raw
materials locally. This illustrated
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the supply chain flexibility at
Arçelik. The company not only
finished the first prototype in less
than a month but also produced
3,626 ventilators and exported
1000 of them.

CONCLUSION

knowledgeable about technology,
business tools and techniques,
have capabilities of foreseeing
what markets need in the future,
as well as an ability to uplift team
spirits in crisis. These will be the
ones that provide competitive
advantage to organisations.

Handling pressure in times
of crisis with calmness and
assuredness whilst spreading
same traits’ attitudes in personnel
across the organisation is a key
characteristic of good leadership.
Supply chains are complex, fragile
and have several controllable and
uncontrollable factors, most of
which rely on big data and analytic
decision-making. This calls for an
analytical thinking and decisionmaking mindset. Leaders who are

Without investment in Industry
4.0, it is not going to be easy
to remain competitive in the
market moving forward. Beyond
the
cloud-based
integration
of systems, the goal is to
advance reachability of demand,
transparency to consumer needs,
and common decision-making
of supply partners on real-time
data sets in the supply chain.
Both predictive and prescriptive
analytics’ systems are essential to
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be part of future supply chains.
Resilience in supply chains is
mandatory to cope with crisis
situations. A lean approach is a
good point to assist in the call to
resiliency. With the aim of looking
for an ideal way, it is timely to
offer right product at the right
place in the right time with right
quantity and quality for a right
price. This approach calls for a
customer-centric mindset, the
vision of which puts supply chain
at the front of business when it
comes to decision-making for
maximum customer satisfaction.
However, when applying the lean
approach, organisations should
ensure they embed lean thinking
to their culture and at every level
of hierarchy.
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Let me start with a quote from
a great leader!

beyond the current reality of their
jobs, their companies.

“When the world changes around
you, and when it changes against
you, what used to be a tailwind is
now a headwind — you need to
lean into that and figure out what
to do because complaining isn’t a
strategy.”
— Jeff Bezos, CEO, Amazon

LET US STUDY MAJOR
HIGHLIGHTS OF SUPPLY
CHAINS OF THE FUTURE.
1.

Reimagine Supply Chain of the
future
There are many facets to imagining
Supply Chain of Future. What are
the learnings from Covid disaster
that leaders will incorporate into
future supply chains?
Which
emerging technologies will have
the most impact? In order to
imagine how the Supply Chain of
the future will look like we need
to consider and articulate what
are the underlying philosophies,
beliefs, and paradigms shifts will
come into picture. In doing so we
must let go conventional beliefs
and think beyond the immediate
hurdles, challenges, that leave
people stuck and unable to think

2.

Automated & synchronised:
Future supply chains will be
e2e automated, connected
&amp; synchronised. Most
of the current repetitive
processes like (forecasting,
reports, purchase orders
&amp; Invoicing) will be
automated using various
technologies.
Advanced
technologies like IoT, Machine
learning
will
allow
for
intelligent, what if actionable
scenario to act upon.
Control tower technology:
Control
Towers
will
be
prevalent as Supply Chain
leaders are able to see, &
manage how their entire
Supply Chain is functioning
from one digital command
centre. They will access their
control tower, on any secured
handheld machine regardless
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of their location.
3.

Supply Chain as a service
(ScaaS):
Future supply chains, will
outsource as many activities
as possible to third party
and only orchestrate the
movement of materials and
information between all nodes
of their Supply Chain digitally.
This will enable companies to
be highly flexible and asset
light leveraging the very best
capabilities of subject matter
experts all around the world.

4.

Circular supply chain would
be the order:
Future supply chain leaders
will embrace a circular
economy in which a used
product is returned, recycled,
and then reused in some
way.
Current Initiatives
such as Coca Cola’s “World
Without Waste” and Unilever’s
“Sustainable Living Plans” are
first steps toward a circular
economy.

5.

Agility & resiliency would be
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States in 2005, Cisco executives
created a business continuityplanning dashboard to mitigate
risks.
The
company
could
not maintain supply chain
performance levels to cope-up
with the sudden surge in orders
for 1.0 Bil $ of new equipment
to replace telecommunications
infrastructure damaged by the
storm. Despite their best efforts,
Cisco could not locate their
products or determine financial
impact of these sales orders.
a standard norm:
Agility would continue to be
a “given” norm. Agile supply
chains are collaborative in
that they focus on delivering
value to their customers as
well as their supply partners.
They built risk assessment in
their DNA to make their value
chain as resilient as possible
at the same time keeping an
ability to adapt and change
to market dynamics and
customer demand volatility.
6.

Risk assessment will be
focused agenda in Board
Room:
Risk assessment would be
a primary agenda in most
board rooms where high-level
guidance would be provided
on expected outcomes. Supply
Chains of the future will have
enhanced and automated risk
management methodologies
and protocols which will be
executed upstream in the
value chain processes.

CASE STUDY - AGILITY:
ZARA
Zara has become Europe’s most
profitable apparel brands by
building agility end to end in their

supply chains. At one end of the
product pipeline, Zara has created
an agile design process. As soon
as designers spot possible trends,
they create sketches and order
fabrics. As the fabric suppliers
require the longest lead times,
ZARA approves designs &amp;
initiates manufacturing after it
gets feedback rom its stores. This
allows Zara to make products
that meet consumer tastes and
reduces the number of items they
must sell at a discount.

CASE STUDY - RESILIENCE:
CISCO
When Hurricane Katrina hit
the Gulf Coast of the United

Just six years later, when the
Japanese earthquake and tsunami
of 2011 struck, Cisco was well
prepared. Although that disaster
forced economic losses of at
least $217 billion, Cisco suffered
almost no revenue loss from it.
During the intermittent 6 years,
Cisco had developed a platform to
collect, update and utilize critical
supply chain node information,
learning from Katarina disaster.
This
platform
enabled
the
company to illuminate potential
vulnerabilities. When disaster
struck in the Pacific, Cisco was
able to use that platform to assess
instantly the status and scope of
the disruption’s impact.
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mitigation by analysing large
sets of data, continuously
identifying evolving patterns,
and predicting disruptive
events along with potential
resolutions.
•

CASE STUDY RISK MANAGEMENT:
THE ALL ENGLAND CLUB

deeply as possible (few covered
below)
•

The All England club which runs
prestigious Wimbledon Lawn
Tennis Tournament, was paying 2
mil $ per year as Insurance for a
Pandemic policy consistently for
last 17 years. This year (2020) when
they cancelled the Tournament,
they stand to get 144 mil $ from
Insurance company.

HOW TO BALANCE SUPPLY
CHAIN WITH AGILITY,
RESILIENCY, AND RISK
ASSESSMENT?
Supply-chain resilience requires
a risk-aware culture to establish
and maintain strong defensive
layers against unknown risks,
as well as respond more quickly
in the event of a severe crisis
or operational threat. To create
flexible and balanced supply
chain organisation, it is necessary
to integrate strategy, processes,
metrics,
and
technology
enterprise wide and across
customers, suppliers, and service
providers.
Let us look at few
major steps supply chain leaders
need to take in order to bring
balance to their supply chains.

•

Use machine learning (MC):
Supports improving demand
signals quality which are
reviewed in S&O and IBP
process, making them error
free to a larger extent

•

Adopt autonomous Logistics
planning:
Autonomous
logistics
planning will help making
data based intelligent analysis
related to cross docking, drop
ship, lanes routing which
can be used proactively to
build
capacities,
routing
optimization.

•

Smart use of Blockchain:
Use of blockchain allows
organisation to become more
compliant, transparent and
create traction in new types
of services, such as mobile
freight brokerage systems,
smart contracts to replace
service agreements.

•

Use advanced technologies as

Adopt autonomous planning:
Supports
machine-derived
analysis and decision making
in replenishment planning

Use of AI and IoT:
AI / IoT will enhance risk

Digital supply chain twins:
A digital twin is a virtual
representation of a product
or
workflow
across
its
lifecycle. Digital twins are
used throughout the product
lifecycle to simulate, predict,
and optimize the product
and
production
system
before investing in physical
prototypes and assets.

Implement Risk assessment
upstream in Value Chain
Proactively engage with supply
chain ecosystem partners, like
suppliers and logistics service
providers to conduct a risk
assessment regularly. Partner
across the ecosystem to get
consistent visibility through thirdparty data feeds. Rethink the
definition of “critical risk” with a
focus on business purpose and
social responsibility. Develop
methodologies to measure risk
for each supply chain node,
warehouse, factory, supplier,
geography, or transportation
node.
Diversify supplier base
Supply chain should not be overly
dependent on long lead-time
or on a small pool of specific
suppliers or sourcing regions.
Don’t rely on a single supplier at
the category level; while it may
be a cheaper strategy, the risk
is enormous. To improve your
capability to manage demand
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shifts and customer expectations
it is mandatory to have dual
sourcing.
Build inventory hedge to cover
for volatility and risk (from Just
in time to Just in Case)
Understand demand and supply
side shocks, volatility and develop
Inventory hedging strategies.
Embed these strategies for
commodities/ products where
demand is volatile or geographies
which have a history of natural
disasters
Increase
visibility
&
transparency in supply chain
Companies will need end-to-end
transparency of their supply chain,
which may include suppliers,
contract
manufacturers,
and
suppliers’ suppliers. Supply chain
leaders will need to know the flow
of material and the geography of
each location on a wider scale

drivers of change that affect the
companies. They need to stress
test their assumptions using
various scenarios to understand
the interdependency of events
and assess the likely impact in
an objective way. They need to
make sure their organizations
are structured to allow a quick
and agile response and be ready
to communicate with their wider
ecosystem of stakeholders when
it is required.
Resilience
needs
to
be
permanently architected into
the supply network topology so
that collaborative networks can
react as a team when disruptions
occur, especially those that
impact human life. Businesses
must focus on building up the
muscles of a strong supply chain
by using strategies that give them
more options, while employing
technology to provide extra
insight and guidance.
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The overarching objective is to
reshape for the future by building
greater responsibility, agility,
responsiveness, and resilience
right across the supply chain. In
this, it is important to recognize
that supply chains are critical,
not just to business, but they are
the essential lifelines to human
societies. Therefore, it is so
important than ever before, to
step up and build purpose and
responsibility, as well as resilience,
into supply chains.
Let me end this article with a
lovely quote from a visionary
leader!
“All we are doing is looking at
the timeline, from the moment
customer gives us an order to the
point when we collect the cash.
And we are reducing that time by
removing the non-value- added
waste. — Taiichi Ohno, father of
the Toyota Production System

Optimize global manufacturing
capacities:
Carry out a structured view of
Mfg capacities by each plant, self
as well as outsourced. Identify
sourcing plant/s which can
back-up each other in times of
disruptions.
Create a culture
of flexibility in manufacturing/
sourcing strategy.

CONCLUSION
Standing still is no longer an
option.
CEOs, CFOs, and the
board need to understand the
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